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Big thanks!

We would like to express our immense grati-
tude to our consultants who helped with making 
the fonts be!er representations of the relevant 
writing systems, to Keith Houston of Shady 
Characters blog for the punctuation texts used 
throughout this specimen, and to numerous 
proofreaders and helpers. And last but not least 
to Veronika Burian and José Scaglione for their 
generous help with starting up the foundry.



!is is the Rose"a type specimen no. 1

You are opening the first collective specimen of 
the Rose!a Type Foundry. It presents the work 
of nine designers and eight multi-script type 
families, each of which deserves an independ-
ent specimen. We cover a broad pale!e: ten 
writing systems. Rather than show enormous 
character sets and fuss about li!le details and 
features, we a!empted to tell the story of  why 
each typeface family is special. Our hope is that 
you find the specimen and typefaces useful 
for your work, and enjoy our labor of love.

Rose"a Type Foundry

Rose!a is a publisher and distributor of high-
quality fonts for a growing number of the world’s 
writing systems. So far our library supports 
pan-European Latin, Arabic, Armenian, Greek, 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), Cana-
dian syllabics, Cherokee, Indic scripts like 
Gujarati and Devanagari, and Cyrillic (besides 
Slavic languages we also support many Asian 
languages). In total, our library covers over 
300 languages. "e released fonts are of top-
notch quality, and have won numerous design 
awards. "ey not only support the writing 
systems individually, but also make them work 
well together, making the life of any designer 
dealing with multiple scripts much easier.

Rose!a functions as a collaborative hub promot-
ing research and education in the area of multi-
script typography. We also o#er custom type 
design services and consultancy for corporate 
customers as well as for other type foundries.
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Rich arsenal of le!erform 
choices provided through 
alternates and ligatures 
inspired by the Maghribi 
manuscript practice

'!()('%*)

The handwri!en 
style of the Arabic is 
reflected in the Latin to 
create an inviting and 
informal appearance.

(+(),&

TDC" 2010
German Design Award 
2011 (Nominee)
Creative Review 2011 
Type Annual

$(-#.(#*& / &')"0%&

Latin (90+ languages),  
Arabic (3+)

Casablanca

Aisha is a !un and !un"y type!ace that treads the thin line 
between text and display typography. Its Arabic version 
is based on Maghribi letter!orms. #e Latin counterpart 
echoes its character in a matching, yet independent design.

!"#$ !%#$ & '
,*&"#-*, 12

Titus Nemeth

See more at # www.rose!atype.com/Aisha

Aisha



Regular & Bold $ 17/18 $ 14/15 $ 13/14 pt
English

Extrabold $ 20/21 pt 
Regular & Bold $ 17/18 $ 14/15 $ 13/14 pt
Arabic

Latin Arabic

Regular

Semibold

Bold

Extrabold

Aisha ()*+,- ).
Aisha !"#$%& "'
Aisha !"#$%& "'
Aisha  !"#$%& "'

The civilization of the nineteenth century has im-
proved on the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. The 
old primeval habit is certainly ineffaceable, and the 
youth of this country still persist in caricaturing their 
pastors and masters, their instructors and their 
political governors on the walls. But our age has one 
gigantic advantage over its predecessors; we are a 
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The civilization of the nineteenth century has im-
proved on the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. The 
old primeval habit is certainly ineffaceable, and 
the youth of this country still persist in caricatur-
ing their pastors and masters, their instructors 
and their political governors on the walls. But our 

The civilization of the nineteenth century 
has improved on the wall-scrawlings 
of the ancients. The old primeval habit 
is certainly ineffaceable, and the youth 
of this country still persist in caricatur-
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Aside from the stylistic 
variants for many 
characters and ligatures, 
Aisha also includes a 
wide range of weights, 
four kinds of Latin 
figures, two kinds of 
Arabic figures, and 
various ornaments.

20/21 pt
German

105 $ 28 $ 17/20 pt
Czech $ Arabic

Kocour Al!réd
2 340,- 567/ 340,- 89 ! (:; 2
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‚Aufklärung ist der Ausgang des Menschen aus seiner 
selbstverschuldeten Unmündigkeit.‘ ‚Unmündigkeit‘ 
ist das Unvermögen, sich seines Verstandes ohne Lei-
tung eines anderen zu bedienen. ‚Selbstverschuldet‘ ist 
diese Unmündigkeit, wenn die Ursache derselben nicht 
am Mangel des Verstandes, sondern der Entschlie-
ßung und des Mutes liegt, sich seiner ohne Leitung 
eines andern zu bedienen.
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The regular Arabic weight 
is based on foundry type 
from a 19th century book. 
It has been masterfully 
reinterpreted for current 
usage and technology. 
Aisha is one of the rare 
typefaces in which the 
style and feel of the 
Arabic le!ers shaped 
the direction of the Latin 
design, rather than the 
other way around.

105 $ 22 $ 18/20 $ 10/12 pt
Arabic $ French $ English

42 $ 18/22 pt
Arabic
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! Histoire de Chems-Eddine et de Nour-Eddine !

Il y avait autrefois au Caire un sultan grand observateur de la 
justice, et porté vers la bienfaisance. Le vizir de ce sultan était un 
homme prudent, expérimenté, et aussi versé dans l’administra-
tion que dans les sciences politiques. Arrivé presque au terme de 
la vieillesse, ce ministre avait deux fils qu’on aurait pu compa-
rer à deux astres.$ L’aîné se nommait Chems-eddine,% et le cadet 
Nour-eddine.& Ce dernier, plus élégant et plus distin'ué que son 
frère, (v(it d(ns le p(ys l( réput(tion d’être le personn('e le plus 
(ccompli de son temps, sous le r(pport des 'r)ces physiques.

Marrakech or Marrakesh 
(Berber: Murakush, 
Arabic: ()*+, murr!ku"), 
known as the “Red City”, 
is the most important 
former imperial city in 
Morocco’s history. The 
city of Marrakesh is the 
capital of the mid-south-
western economic region 
of Marrakech-Tensift-Al 
Haouz, near the foothills 
of the snow-capped Atlas 
Mountains.
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Khajag Apelian
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Granshan 2010 (Armenian) 
Le!er.2 2011 (Armenian)

$(-#.(#*& / &')"0%&

Latin (90+ languages),  
Armenian (1)

See more at # www.rose!atype.com/Arek

!"#!$"#!%&

Moderate x-height 
allows shared vertical 
proportions between 
Latin and Armenian. 
Cursive contextual forms 
yield a distinctive, yet 
balanced texture.

'!()('%*)

A strong calligraphic 
presence, and resulting 
serif and terminal styles, 
are shared between 
Latin and Armenian.

Arek is a powerful multi-weight type system 
with an innovative matching Armenian cursive. 
Originally designed for school books, it !ts very 
well in all sorts of editorial projects.

"#$!"#$ %&'hp()

Gezellig

Arek



Latin Latin Italic Armenian Armenian Italic

Regular

Semibold

Bold

Extrabold

Arek Arek *+#$ %&#$
Arek Arek !"#$ !"#$
Arek Arek !"#$ !"#$
Arek Arek !"#$ !"#$

,e civilization of the nineteenth century has improved 
on the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. ,e old primeval 
habit is certainly ine-aceable, and the youth of this 
country still persist in caricaturing their pastors and 
masters, their instructors and their political governors 
on the walls. But our age has one gigantic advantage 
over its predecessors; we are a people of advertisers. 
A few gra.ti may defy the e-acing !ngers of Time, 
whereas millions of such legends are washed away, 
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,e civilization of the nineteenth century has im-
proved on the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. ,e 
old primeval habit is certainly ine-aceable, and 
the youth of this country still persist in caricatur-
ing their pastors and masters, their instructors 
and their political governors on the walls. But our 
age has one gigantic advantage over its predeces-
sors; we are a people of advertisers. A few gra.ti 

,e civilization of the nineteenth century 
has improved on the wall-scrawlings of the 
ancients. ,e old primeval habit is certainly 
ine-aceable, and the youth of this country 
still persist in caricaturing their pastors and 
masters, their instructors and their politi-
cal governors on the walls. But our age has 

Regular & Bold $ 10/13 $ 9/12 $ 8/11 pt
English

Regular & Bold $ 10/13 $ 9/12 $ 8/11 pt
Armenian
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Arek is the first type 
system to incorporate 
an Armenian cursive. 
A design based upon 
extensive research of 
old manuscripts, it is 
expected to enrich the 
expressive repertoire of 
Armenian typography.

105 $ 9/14 pt
English $ Armenian

13 $ 14/20 pt
Armenian

R6M62I#6' S+ #+#C48#62 «*+:6596»-9 '+6I45I9D 2 )?9D34& 
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«\456+)24I» S/6C686292 WA /9:654+#I U686;<629 U62-
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25L/( )/46#25L * 0-9 +D,RS2::

Active
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Arek boasts a rich set of 
OpenType features, such 
as ligatures, lining and 
old-style figures, and 
contextual alternates.

16 $ 12 $ 12/17 $ 30.5 $ 105 $ 105 $ 9/13 pt
English $ Armenian $ Figurative $ English

7/10 pt
English

%&'&()(*("#+($,"-,./%.&

24.%7.%1978

ALFRED HITCHCOCK: THE MASTER OF SUSPENSE
Te acknowledged master of the thriller genre

Alfred Hitchcock was also a brilliant technician who de]ly blended sex, suspense and 
humor. He began his !lmmaking career in 1919 illustrating title cards for silent !lms 
at Paramount’s Famous Players-Lasky studio in London. ,ere he learned scripting, 
editing and art direction, and rose to assistant director in 1922. ,at year he directed 
an un!nished !lm, No. 13 or Mrs. Peabody. His !rst completed !lm as director was 
,e Pleasure Garden (1925), an Anglo-German production !lmed in Munich.

,e ‘#’ symbol is something of a 
problem child. It seems at !r^ 
to be quite innocuous, a jack-
of-all-trades whose names and 
uses correspond in a pleasingly 
sy^ematic manner: ‘#5’ is read 
‘number !ve’, leading to the name 
‘number sign’; in North America, 
‘5#’ means ‘!ve pounds in weight’, 
giving ‘pound sign’, while the 
cross-hatching sugge^ed by its 
shape leads to the commonly 
used British name of ‘hash sign’.

# akin
adje_ive
• of similar chara_er : 
something akin to gratitude 
overwhelmed her | genius and 
madness are akin.
• related by blood.
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
contra_ed form of of kin.

%"&'()"
6F6C62
• 248262:62 2C6+6$9+
%:= 2528 UV 2:A#S#A*- U& 
&"'()*" 2Q$2+2--#&,:
• 6+9524& C6K456F:
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All of the various 
styles were designed 
simultaneously, resulting 
in comfortable and even 
style across the family.

'!()('%*)

We avoided the red 
arrows in this sample 
as the designer of this 
typeface does not like 
them at all. She believes 
that you either see it or 
you do not. But did you 
notice the funky break 
in the “a” bowl and 
the smoothed corners 
here and there?

$(-#.(#*& / &')"0%&

Latin (90+ languages),  
Arabic (3+)

Eskorte is a compact, no-frills type family with 
a serious tone. It is easy to handle which should 
come in handy in the o!ces of legal and academic 
institutions, and corporate environments. 

,*&"#-*, 12

Elena Schneider

See more at # www.rose!atype.com/Eskorte

Krawatte

Ähp ßy! "

Eskorte



Regular & Bold $ 10/14 $ 9/13 $ 8/12 pt
English

Regular & Bold $ 10/16 $ 9/14 $ 8/13 pt
Arabic

Latin Latin Italic Arabic

Regular

Semibold

Bold

Extrabold

Eskorte Eskorte #$%&'()
Eskorte Eskorte !"#$%&'
Eskorte Eskorte !"#$%&'
Eskorte Eskorte !"#$%&'

"e civilization of the nineteenth century has im-
proved on the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. "e 
old primeval habit is certainly ine#aceable, and the 
youth of this country still persist in caricaturing their 
pastors and masters, their instructors and their polit-
ical governors on the walls. But our age has one gigan-
tic advantage over its predecessors; we are a people of 
advertisers. A few gra!ti may defy the e#acing $ngers 

"e civilization of the nineteenth century 
has improved on the wall-scrawlings of the 
ancients. "e old primeval habit is certainly 
ine#aceable, and the youth of this country still 
persist in caricaturing their pastors and mas-
ters, their instructors and their political gover-
nors on the walls. But our age has one gigantic 

"e civilization of the nineteenth century 
has improved on the wall-scrawlings of 
the ancients. "e old primeval habit is 
certainly ine#aceable, and the youth of this 
country still persist in caricaturing their 
pastors and masters, their instructors and 
their political governors on the walls. But 



Eine Menschheit, stolpernd in diesem tausendjährigen Perlmut-
 terdunst von Aberglauben und alten Wörtern, zu unwissend,
ihre eigenen Krä%e der Natur zu entfalten, die ihr enthüllt. Wo-

für arbeitet ihr? Ich halte dafür, daß das ein-
 zige Ziel der Wissenscha% darin besteht, die
Mühseligkeit der menschlichen Existenz zu er-

leichtern. Wenn Wissenscha%ler, eingeschüchtert durch selbst-
süchtige Machthaber, sich damit begnügen, Wissen um des Wis-
 sens willen aufzuhäufen, kann die Wissenscha% zum Krüppel
 gemacht werden, und eure neuen Maschinen mögen nur neue
Drangsale bedeuten.

&4($$ 6(4"$2

The family has been 
designed to be as 
compact as possible 
in order to be more 
manageable by non-
designers. Later on, 
Extrabold was added 
to provide enough 
strength for important 
o%cial announcements 
and notices.

11/15 pt
German

70 $ 18/28 pt
English $ Arabic

Bertolt Brecht
Leben des Galilei

Incorporating
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The Arabic, when 
used within a Latin 
text, sits with a gentle 
distinction, due to its 
close relationship with 
the Latin Italic design. 
Conversely, when a 
Latin word is quoted 
within an Arabic text, the 
Italic provides perfect 
stylistic harmony.

70 $ 15 $ 70 $ 26 $ 7/11 pt
English

22 $ 7/12 pt
Arabic

9/16 pt
English

@
Ten commandments: Supreme court says some OK, some not

stylishness
"e majority of the announcements to which a circula-

 tion so enormous is given are of a practical and substantial
 nature, and have reference to our daily wants, to our nightly
 amusements, or to articles which have been lost and found.
 But the modern appetite for ‘sensation’ is manifest even in
 advertisements. Brief sentences containing either abstract
 propositions of an alarming nature, such as ‘wrong is not
 right’ startling assertions, such as ‘Bosco is coming’ or
 bewildering queries, such as ‘Where’s Eliza?’ have been
 in la&er days succeeded by simple word-bolts, disjected
 members of phrases, without either context or sequence,
 verbal 'ies in amber, which, enshrined among business
 information and unpretending common sense, make us
wonder how the dickens they get there.

Like the ampersand, the ‘@’ symbol is not strictly a mark of punctuation; 

rather, it is a logogram or grammalogue, a shorthand for the word ‘at’. 

Even so, it is as much a staple of modern communication as the semicolon 

or exclamation mark, punctuating email addresses and announcing Twit-

ter usernames. Unlike the ampersand, though, whose journey to the top 

took two millennia of steady perseverance, the at symbol’s current fame is 

quite accidental. It can, in fact, be traced to the single stroke of a key made 

almost exactly four decades ago.

Bosco is coming ()*+, -./ 012+
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Moderate proportions, 
properly weighted 
accents, polytonic Greek, 
matching italics for native 
American languages

'!()('%*)

Tapered stems, distinct 
modulation, clearly 
di&erentiated relative 
character widths

$(-#.(#*& / &')"0%&

Latin and IPA (300+ languages),  
Polytonic Greek, 
Canadian Syllabics (Inuktitut, 
Cree, …, 5+), Cherokee

Huronia is a robust typeface family that supports 
all Native Ame!ican and European languages. Its 
advanced features and elegant æsthetic are ideal 
for book typography.

See more at # www.rose!atype.com/Huronia

,*&"#-*, 12

Ross Mills

Madrilène
!" #!

Huronia



The civilization of the nineteenth century has improved on 
the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. The old primeval habit is 
certainly ine$aceable, and the youth of this country still persist 
in caricaturing their pastors and masters, their instructors 
and their political governors on the walls. But our age has one 
gigantic advantage over its predecessors; we are a people of 
advertisers. A few gra%ti may defy the e$acing fingers of Time, 
whereas millions of such legends are washed away, rubbed 
out, or perish with the walls that bear them. A similar fate 

&#'()*+),-.)*+),/0123)##')456789:;<7'=
>)*+)*?, &9@ABC'=>)7?)&9D/EA7<7'=>. F<'G)
&(H)*A7)456#2?'I)#2?'I)#JAK)*.)09A.D'D'L
. 6BH)M9')&M9'I, 72(>)&F97NM(2>)##')D'5-0
7'=-, <A0OL)F<'G)&9+-<6(O>, 0-C'7'HPL)D'D'K, 
&<')QP)0;RAM'7'HPL. <=-)72(>)&F<:.>)*+)#
-0G. S'-.D'L)*0)TA7O#'U)&F#=/U)#H+)V6BT2A
/<W, &F6BH0-?2A.A0U, &F0-0PA#V#'X/U, &FS'A

"#$ %&'$ ()*+$ YZ[ \]^ _`abc. d]e cfc 
]gh igjkh lmgnoc `Z pj nm _`ab qr`ro[ 
st igjkhkic. YZ[e iu fv nm q_ap st 
gwxoh ij pgjkh iuc. `Ze fv igkny \yuZ 
p]z{k| nmo viu }`akah `omk|e ~p 
p�zogZ g��[Z p`hk|c. `ks pj c�kh 
\��� p� p� \efsg�` p� j�}z]ic p� \z�� 
p� p�\kgjh x_`ap. 

The civilization of the nineteenth century has improved 
on the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. The old primeval 
habit is certainly ine$aceable, and the youth of this 
country still persist in caricaturing their pastors and 
masters, their instructors and their political governors 
on the walls. But our age has one gigantic advantage 
over its predecessors; we are a people of advertisers. A 
few gra%ti may defy the e$acing fingers of Time, where-

The civilization of the nineteenth century has im-
proved on the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. The 
old primeval habit is certainly ine$aceable, and the 
youth of this country still persist in caricaturing 
their pastors and masters, their instructors and 
their political governors on the walls. But our age 
has one gigantic advantage over its predecessors; 

!"# $#%% &' ()**&*+ ,(- !ere are over 250 indigenous languages spoken in North America. 
Prior to European occupation, there may have been no stabilized, cogent writing system north of 
Mesoamerica, but there were a great deal of oral literatures and perhaps over a thousand languages 
spoken. Now many surviving languages have gained their own written representation, as well as the 
technical potential to publish in those languages with relative ease, but many of these languages are at 
the precipice—with perhaps only a few fluent speakers in their community to relate their stories in their 
own language. It is important for these languages to be preserved and passed on, and its hoped that in 
some small way the tools provided, in the form of typefaces which support these American languages, will 
assist writers to write, publishers to publish, and story tellers—regardless of the language they speak, or 
how many speak it—to communicate with the future.

Bold & Italic $ 11/15 pt
Regular & Bold $ 10/13 $ 9/12 $ 8/11 pt
English

Regular & Italic $ 9/12 pt
Cherokee $ Dunneza/Beaver $ Maskwacis Plains Cree

In,aw-det’e dûnne .adatc �nt’ai n�de madû��e el� 
etc’etd� w�� te n�de na�� edat’� g�ye �a�ai� xw�nna�  
ey�je w�te �in�aila etd� n�de� cey�ne� �ac�� etd�  
xw�nna nej�neec� be daw�w�zaze axa nedjin etd�  
n�de �ad� ej� caj�ne� be da�w�� ts’essûzda etd� 
yetc’etde��ntce�e ad�nd�ak’exe� a�w�t’ec� etd� n�de 
dûnnets’�� tce� kw� axa aw�cdle daw�sesat� kw� 
�aw�cdle kw� aw�cdle kw� aw�ndla� �ñ y�c� tadad�� 



!/01234567859:;<=>?@!AB<C;  D7EB<9FDGHIJK5LM,  
!NA!OPA9!QEQMC9:3ARQMPA9SKOT92U4GVWJK5LM. :3ARDT9
UX0NJST9MEYLDJK5LZT,  2UGW0W7H[\<ZT.  :;<@4]9^JK9
!_@I\XT9FL6EZJM5LM4C9!CL Q̀<PA9SE6EZJM5LM4C,  
^JKA9!CL 5̀9S:LDJK2T15LM4C9a/b@cD;7X.

�ere was once a man who had a giant dog; it could sw�m in the sea, and 
was so big that it could drag whales and narwhals to land. �e narwhals 
it just hung on its g�inders, when it wanted to sw�m to land w�th them. 
�e man who owned it had cut holes in its jaws and fastened thongs to 
the holes, so he just pulled at these thongs when he wanted it to tu�n.

!4P3I7@[\0C,  S@!dC9DULDJK2T15L0C9LS!ST. !/09
DQM5^I74HDJK5LM,  U6!M9DQM5^IJKNJK<, :LQ\Ca\19
eQ/!CafRH51\MC9:;<M9g^50TLM4C.  Kh5Lij567W<C9
:W=AB<C,  :;<Q<C9LbGHQAC0T0K?!5L5.

When they w�shed to go on a jou�ney, he and his w�fe sat on its back 
�e man had long w�shed for a son, but as he could not get one, he 
gave his dog the amulet that the child should have had. It was a knot 
of wood from a tree, and it was to make the dog hard against death.

:;<=>?!AC

11/13 $ 9/11 pt
Inuktitut $ English

15 $ 11/14 $ 95 pt
Greek $ Inuktitut

10/11 pt
Nuu-chah-nulth

&%2$*& / 5()"(-%&

Huronia aims to not only 
provide basic language 
support for all American 
languages, but to expand 
into styles and variants 
such as small capitals, 
italics, and bolds.
Canadian syllabics, for 
example, have been 
coupled with proper 
italics for the first time in 
their typographic history.

�u�ii�a�we�in �ay�inii�at�
the chinese people arrived here (unexpectedly)
na��i�ak �imtnaaksa at quu�as �unuu� 
hay�m�atqa yaq�aay�.
the people gave him a name because they didn’t 
know what his name was
“Pin¡uu�” �u�uk¢i��atwe�in �unuu� �ani� pin¡uu�it
they gave him a name “pinxuu,”, they called him 
pinxuu, because he had a shiny face.
haa�in�a£atquuwe�in £ii�i�na¤a�quu
they would invite him to their feasts

¥¦§¨©ª«¬  ®¯°±µ² ³´µ¶¨«¦·
¸¹±ªº °» «¼ ´«¦¦½ µ¾¨¿´¾¶¾ ¨À ¨Áª ¨¹µ§-
Â«ª¨§ ¨¾ ÂÃÄ ´Å¶Ã Æ ¨±¨¾ ´«¦µ¨¾ÇÃ· ´§¦µª °» 
¯¹Ã°È¨¾¹«ª µ¿ª, ¾É¦Â¾ª °¿ µ¾ Êµ©¬ Æ ´¾¹Ä ¨Ë 
´¹§¨¨¾µª ¨À Â«µªÀ ÂÃÄ ´«¦µ¨µÂÀ Ì´µÍÎµÇÃ. Ïª 
«Ðª ÂÃÄ Ìª ÌÂ¾Çª«µ¬ Ñ¨¾ ¨¾¨Ã¹ÃÒµ¿ª«µ¬ ´«¦¦À 
ÒµÒª±µ¾ªÃ Ñ ¨µ¬ Óª °Î¶Ô¾¹§ª¾µ¾ª, ÂÃÄ «¼°¿ª 
¨µ ÍÃÎµÃ¶¨Ëª Ïª ¨µµ©¹ÇÃ¬ ÌÔÍ¹Áª ÒÇÒª¾¶ÍÃÇ 
¨µªÕª ¨µ¶µª µ¾ÇÖ«Î¬ Ìª µ¾¨Ã¯«¦Ã×¬·



ØÙÚÚÛÜÝÞßÙ  – àááâ âãÛäÜÜ

Nát’kk’ yoo,gai ,ll’ ch’é’tiingi dahaast,’ónmn
 ho,yaanínáánát’áázh.
«Nohokáá’ diné no,íinii t’áadoodinosin´da,
 t’óóná booh ndí’néeshha,,» ha,ní, jiní.
’Éí kódzaa, jiní.
T’óóháyooh na’níígháád, jiní.

Shádá’ááhjí, doot,’izhii ,lp’go sizínmn,
 ho,yaanínáánát’áázh.
Háyooh nináá’níígháád.
Nááná ’e’e’aahji, diichi,í ,ll’ sizínmn,
 ho,yaanínáánát’áázh.
Háyooh nináá’níígháád.

ÝÙå æßç
"„Ur#it$ je z masa a krve,“ pokra#oval zv$d dál 
ve%sv&ch rozkladech o Francouzovi, „proto'e duch 
by nedovedl tak dob(e zacházet se zbraní.“

w�th no sense of ¨Ã´¾µª±¨²¨Ã

23/29 $ 40 $ 130 $ 17 $ 11/16 pt
Czech $ English/Greek $ Navajo

8/11 pt
Clackamas Chinook

6$*7"1$* "-0.%

The fonts provide 
a variety of ways to 
enter the text which 
is particularly useful 
for input of complex 
accented characters 
in native languages 
without established 
encoding standards.

!"# $#%&'#! "(! )(*# 

èdá::w�xt; 
 gagéúlxam, 
  “Giêíwam a�mú¡a, 
   “Yáxuba amgúk!it!”
Ni¡�úxwayt, 
 “T"l: nkí¡a¡, 
  “An¡úk!ida.”
Gayúya, 
 ni¡úk!it, 
  gayug#úptit.
Dángi �íx�a, 
 ni¡"êw�tq: 
  Ú:::! ga�"x�x ní¡u¡.
Wínpu ga�íx�a, 
 ni¡�úxwayt, 
  “$úxwan wátu�ba %wáp 
   an¡úk!idam.”
Ni¡"la�k, 
 gayúya %wáp wátu� 
  ni¡úk!it.



!"#!$"#!%&

Newspaper proportions 
(tall x-height, condensed 
width), Arabic in typical 
Naskh conventions, 
clear, with maximized 
shape disambiguation 
for improved legibility 

'!()('%*)

Contemporary style 
spiced up with angular 
modulation, simple 
asymmetrical serifs, 
and open apertures 
for readable counters

(+(),&

ED Awards 2007
TDC" 2007
Design Museum 2007 (Nominee)
Le!er.2 2011
Typographica’s Best of 2012

$(-#.(#*& / &')"0%&

Latin (90+ languages),  
Arabic (3+)

Newsday

Nassim was conceived as a news typeface with a fresh touch. 
Its sharp and sturdy shapes give a crisp look to text, its boldness 
gives impact to headlines. It lends itself equally well to Arabic 
and Farsi, thanks to the dedicated Persian letter drawings.

Phd
,*&"#-*, 12

Titus Nemeth

See more at # www.rose!atype.com/Nassim

!"#$! " #

Nassim



Regular & Bold $ 12/14 $ 11/13 $ 10/12 pt
English

Regular & Extrabold $ 11/13 pt 
Regular & Bold $ 12/14 $ 11/13 $ 10/12 pt
German $ Arabic

Latin Arabic

Regular

Semibold

Bold

Extrabold

Nassim %&'(
Nassim $%&'
Nassim !"#$
Nassim !"#$

The civilization of the nineteenth century has improved 
on the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. The old primeval 
habit is certainly ine)aceable, and the youth of this 
country still persist in caricaturing their pastors and 
masters, their instructors and their political governors 
on the walls. But our age has one gigantic advantage 
over its predecessors; we are a people of advertisers. 
A few gra*ti may defy the e)acing fingers of Time, 

The civilization of the nineteenth century has im-
proved on the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. The 
old primeval habit is certainly ine)aceable, and the 
youth of this country still persist in caricaturing 
their pastors and masters, their instructors and 
their political governors on the walls. But our age 
has one gigantic advantage over its predecessors; 

The civilization of the nineteenth century 
has improved on the wall-scrawlings of the 
ancients. The old primeval habit is certainly 
ine)aceable, and the youth of this country 
still persist in caricaturing their pastors and 
masters, their instructors and their political 
governors on the walls. But our age has one 

 %"&' [kab+r], pl. ,-./ [kib0r] u. 123./ [kubara] 
groß, bedeutend; alt, bejahrt; 4'52 ~ [sinn] 
alt; 4&6789:52 ~: Chefingenieur m; ; ~, pl. 
3<-./ [kab0+r] schwere Sünde f.

 ("&' [kab+s], eingemacht, konserviert; s. =86.
 )*+' [kit0b], pl. >?/ [kutub] Buch n, Schreiben 

n, Schriftstück n, Brief m; ~52 !@A  Christen 
u. Juden (als Besitzer der hl. Schrift). 
+ [kuttab] pl. >&B-?/ [kat0t+b] Koran- od. 
Elementarschule f; s.a. >B-/.

 ,-*+' [kit0ba] Schreiben n, Schreibkunst f; Schrift 



53'($"8(%"3-

The Arabic supports 
full vocalization for 
use in dictionaries 
and schoolbooks.

21 $ 12/17 $ 12/14 pt
English

17 $ 16/21 $ 85 pt
German $ Arabic

Wieviel hätte ich noch zu sagen, wenn ich alles gestehen wollte, was mir an 
diesem schönen Tage durch den Kopf ging. Aber mein Verlangen ist stärker 
als meine Gedanken. Ich fühle mich unwiderstehlich vorwärts gezogen, nur 
mit Mühe sammle ich mich an dem Gegenwärtigen. Und es scheint, der Him-
mel erhört mich. Es meldet sich ein Vetturin gerade nach Rom, und so werde 
ich übermorgen unaufhaltsam dorthin abgehen. Da muß ich denn wohl heute 
und morgen nach meinen Sachen sehn, manches besorgen und wegarbeiten.

J OH A N N WOL FG A N G VON G OE T H E: I TA L I E N I S C H E RE I S E

THE MEANING OF RELATIVITY
Lecture I

Space And Time In Pre-Relativity Physics

The theory of relativity is intimately connected with the theory of space 
and time. I shall therefore begin with a brief investigation of the origin of 
our ideas of space and time, although in doing so I know that I introduce a 
controversial subject. The object of all science, whether natural science or 
psychology, is to co-ordinate our experiences and to bring them into a logi-
cal system. How are our customary ideas of space and time related to the 
character of our experiences?

,." /0" /&.1234 5678 709234



11' / -(&&"4

Nassim has been 
optimized for the web 
and customized for 
BBC news portals, thus 
revolutionizing the 
appearance of Arabic 
in web browsers. This 
version is now available 
from Rose!a.

21 $ 12/15 $ 10/12
63 $ 119 $ 10/13 pt
Arabic $ Czech $ English

20 $ 9/12 pt
English $ Italian

33 $ 11/15 pt
Farsi

M()*ansk+ pivovar
Sociale

%&'( )*$ %+,-.
 39C ,D EFGC !HI?'J K,LM N27HJ N-9O PQ( N27HJ

 ,RSTJ UR#V WX,YD Z2 E[-@-8M W\FH6Y \M \] ^62 N23[2 _N-9#V2
 UR#V N2,YD Z2 3B 49] U2 \8H`Ha N-9O PQ( \b3c2 .^62 X7C
 ^8IF6 X,YD ,D 4[ZY3J2 !GC \M N-9O PQ( N27HJ E5Y dD,2D
 N27HJ 4[2 \?Cec ,D .^62 X7C U,2ec \[-a UR#V f-.g X-C
 \] ^62 XDRM N-cRb UZ-M Y NRc-(Rc U-@ 4H[h U,2Lc3M X-i[-O

 U,2Lc3M U23M E@-i[-O Y E(-i:@ X-iCD3c j[ k,RV \M XZY3J2
.^62 X7Jh,D E.@eJ Y EFJ U-@ 4H[h Y \":O Z-:(

Hamadan, Iran. Viene accreditata dalla maggior 
parte degli studiosi la versione che vede Ibn Sina 
nascere a Balkh (all’epoca compresa nel Khorasan 
ma attualmente parte dell’Afghanistan sotto 
il nome di Maz,r-i Shar-f) nel 980 e morire a 
Hamadan (Iran), nel 1037. Alcune fonti indicano 
Hamadan come luogo di nascita, …

. Recent news from Iran .
 l-J352 3.g mn$Ro m-oRC 3&pS52 3&Jq2 rIs NA 7"M

 t-I:52 =$-9( uv w`?/2 dxRFy52Y ,RzS52Y
 3&Jq2 \ {ORB .f-852 |5} ~D�B �3I52 r&:OY dm-Q$3o

 -@7OY DY,R5-M ;3@LJ =Q$7� |5} =&T?5-M 3&pS52
.�3I52 =$-9( uv

/%012# /%34#

¶Taking pride 
of place at the 
head of every 

new paragraph, the 
pilcrow had carved 
out a literal niche for 
itself at the heart of 
late medieval writing. 
Boldly inked by the ru-
bricator, pilcrows grew 
ever more elaborate 
and time-consuming 
to add.



!"#!$"#!%&

Smaller x-height with 
elegant extenders, 
contextual alternates, 
working Cyrillic small caps

'!()('%*)

Neacademia features 
the charming irregular 
appearance of old book 
types, which seemingly 
disappears in the small 
sizes, but keeps the 
readers’ eyes fresh.

(+(),&

Modern Cyrillic 2009
Typographica’s Best of 2012

$(-#.(#*& / &')"0%&

Latin (90+ languages),  
Cyrillic (44+)

Neacademia is inspir!d by "he ty#!s cut by 15"h century 
I"$lian pu%&hcu"ter F'$%c!sco Gri(o da Bolo)na for 
Aldus Man*tius. It is d!si)%ed for leng"hy texts of an 
ap#ropriate natur! +*&h as clas+ical lite'$tur! a%d art.

See more at # www.rose!atype.com/Neacademia

,*&"#-*, 12

Sergei Egorov

Pa,ladi-
!y"o ./01Ash

Neacademia



$*%%*)0)*&&

Luddites with their 
love for le!erpress and 
hand-made materials 
are running out of 
suitable fonts. For that 
reason, the typeface was 
designed with specific 
allowances for le!erpress 
printing. When printed 
digitally, it can tolerate 
and even benefit 
from low resolution, 
and rough paper.

12/15.5 $ 69 $ 7/10 pt
Russian $ Czech

48 $ 10/14.5 pt
English

23456789 :;<=>?8@A ?B C3DEFG, H3<IB, JBKH53F:LF MNJ-
?ON, HBH 8P3DA, @8MF, ?NQ@NJ4FC3 RS@5N4NTU@ 3?B VWDOC 
43@343C 7DNKHB. XBH3:O 3MF 8 YZA7B?HF [E?8?VFS@O. \K] 
?B43C^?BU@ : ?N9 @N B?@FM?ON :5NCN?B, H3<IB 3_F`=>DKa 
CJBC3J F 7DFQ@YZF KHbDA4@8J?ON 5N;VO. c8Q@Y> KC3DB `3D6K 
@a_WD3`NK?39 H6K3G `3;?NdDBKA : I:B H3DAVB ?Ye P3D3`39 F 
MU@OJAC> IZ^E?OCF HbfJaCF JBKKO4YZBKA 43 LgN. hBH EF 
43`353@F@ 3?B KF>GT^9 K?NP K`6NP3 DFVB — 67JB; gN `NKA 
3@4UMS@DWDKa : KNJfVN.

ijklm jmn opqliilo kprs tjulip lmvrlqsn wp kxs 
kprsv oyk wp z{kx osmkyqp lkjiljm rymoxoykksq 
tqjmosvo| }qltt| nj w|i|}mj t|q kxs tju|yv ~sms�
kljm rqlmksq jmn rywilvxsq jinyv rlyv ujmyklyv� 
Text-size romans ar! ��deled after Gri(o’s Roman #3 (Colon%a) a%d 
#4 (Leonice%-). Text i"$lics ar! ��deled after I"$lic #1 (Vir)i,) a%d later 
d!si)n for So%ci%- (P�t'$r&h). The fami,y is d!si)%ed for leng"hy texts of 
an ap#ropriate natur! +*&h as clas+ical lite'$tur! a%d art. Di(er!nt v!rsi-ns 
of "he ty#�face ar! optimised for s#�cific #�int siz!s as w$s t'$diti-nal in 
��"$l ty#�. Whi,+t "he display siz!s main"$in a vi+ual link "o its ca,lig'$phic 
r�ots, text siz!s exhibit �-r! ty#�g'$phic qualiti!s, fo,lowing "he �-v!s of 
"he carv!r’s, %-t "he ca,lig'$pher’s, ha%d.

�
I p#ekro$í $lov%k n%mec-
kou hranici a ubírá se dál 
po p&d% jutské. Na první 
pohled to není ani 'ak 
nápadn( ro"díl; na obou 
s)ranách hranic s)ejná 
rovina, jen 'ak'ak zvln%-
ná, aby se ne#e*lo, +e je 
to ploché jako s)&l; s)ejné 
$ernobílé krávy na té i oné 
s)ran%, jenom+e 'am mají 
lis)ono,i tmavomodré 
*abáty a 'ady krásn% 
$ervené; a 'am vypadají 
p#ednos)ové s'anic jako 
p#ednos)ové s'anic, kde-to 
"de p#ipomínají s'aré 
a vlídné lodní *api'ány. 
Teprve lidé se sv(mi 
vládami a v,elik(mi #ády 
vyráb%jí na sv%t% velké 
a os)ré ro"díly.

./012342 506
So old, it’s %ew
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David B'ezina, Devanagari 
with Vaibhav Singh

(+(),&

ED Awards 2008
Modern Cyrillic 2009
Granshan 2009 (Cyrillic) 
Granshan 2012 (Devangari)

$(-#.(#*& / &')"0%&

Latin (90+ languages),  
Cyrillic (41+), Polytonic Greek,  
Devanagari (33+), Gujarati (2),
Latin transliterations (30+)

Scholaris

Skolar is a versatile text serif, designed with scholarly 
and multilingual publications in mind. "e typeface 
maintains its credibility while incorporating a subtle 
personal style, neither neutral nor conspicuous.

!"!h" 5!"#$

See more at # www.rose!atype.com/Skolar

!"#!$"#!%&

Optimized for small 
sizes and diacritics (tall 
x-height, low cap height), 
full set of polytonic 
Greek, and various styles 
of figures and superiors

'!()('%*)

Sturdy serifs and 
terminals and 
contemporary 
modulation with 
low contrast

Skolar



"e civilization of the nineteenth century has im-
proved on the wall-scrawlings of the ancients. "e 
old primeval habit is certainly ine#aceable, and the 
youth of this country still persist in caricaturing 
their pastors and masters, their instructors and 
their political governors on the walls. But our age 
has one gigantic advantage over its predecessors; 

"e civilization of the nineteenth century 
has improved on the wall-scrawlings of the 
ancients. "e old primeval habit is certainly 
ine#aceable, and the youth of this country 
still persist in caricaturing their pastors and 
masters, their instructors and their political 
governors on the walls. But our age has one 

#$%&'( )* &*( !"#$%"&$ '()$ +,- .&$/0$( &+ 1$2 34-
1+/0$( 5/67(, 8&+ 9:;&7( <=41>?'(. @/6>(&$ )A ?+ 
B &$%&C /+D>?+(7- $E F07- +G)$0?H(, .&$/4H&41;( 
&+ 1$2 3I:$17IJ0H( &:$9+K;( 9/L:'-, 7G)$?M 
7G)$?;- N:+J+(, )0- &+ &O- P?A:$- @?94?9/Q?+-
(7( KO( 1$2 ?')A97&+ 174?R?+(7( ?>(7( (%1&H:, 
1$2 8J$ &7%&S @94&')+%?$&$ JI(A9+&$4 &T F0S· 

#$%&'( )* &*( %&'()&*( +,-( +,- .&$/0$( &+ 1$2 
341+/0$( 5/67(, 8&+ 9:;&7( <=41>?'(. @/6>-
(&$ )A ?+ B &$%&C /+D>?+(7- $E F07- +G)$0-
?H(, .&$/4H&41;( &+ 1$2 3I:$17IJ0H( &:$-
9+K;( 9/L:'-, 7G)$?M 7G)$?;- N:+J+(, )0- &+ 
&O- P?A:$- @?94?9/Q?+(7( KO( 1$2 ?')A97&+ 
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UVWXYZ[\ ]^\_V^`^aZb_^c de\_Wf f `W[, a`W 
eZgbeW, _\_ ]^d\heZVi, eZ b^YjeW de\_W[W[i 
b *+,,-. /0-12., WkZe^`j VZdiYj`\`. l`W^` 
`\_mZ W`[Z`^`j, a`W ]Yg W]e^c ^ `Zc mZ de\_Wf 
Wm^]\Z[nh VZdiYj`\` [WmZ` W`Y^a\`jbg f d\f^-
b^[Wb`^ W` gdn_\ ^Y^ oZWoV\p^aZb_WoW VZo^We\. 
lWfVZ[ZeenZ _ViqenZ ^doW`Wf^`ZY^ rV^p`Wf 

UVWXYZ[\ ]^\_V^`^aZb_^c de\_Wf f `W[, 
a`W eZgbeW, _\_ ]^d\heZVi, eZ b^YjeW de\-
_W[W[i b ./0012 341562, WkZe^`j VZdiYj-
`\`. l`W^` `\_mZ W`[Z`^`j, a`W ]Yg W]e^c 
^ `Zc mZ de\_Wf Wm^]\Z[nh VZdiYj`\` 
[WmZ` W`Y^a\`jbg f d\f^b^[Wb`^ W` gdn_\ 
^Y^ oZWoV\p^aZb_WoW VZo^We\. 
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English $ Russian $ Greek
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Semibold
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Skolar Skolar Coming soon Coming soon Coming soon Coming soon 
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Skolar Skolar #$%&'( !"#$%& )*+,!- '()*+, 

Skolar Skolar 3124+5 !"#$%& 6789&: '()*+, 

Skolar Skolar Coming soon Coming soon Coming soon Coming soon 



!e Bard of Avon and his most significant masterpiece.

"e first 17 poems, traditionally called the pro-
creation sonnets, are addressed to a young man 
urging him to marry and have children in order 
to immortalise his beauty by passing it to the next 
generation.$ Other sonnets express the speaker’s 
love for a young man; brood upon loneliness, 
death, and the transience of life; seem to criticise 
the young man for preferring a rival poet; express 
ambiguous feelings for the speaker’s mistress; and 
pun on the poet’s name. "e final two sonnets are 
allegorical treatments of Greek epigrams referring 
to the “li!le love-god” Cupid.

')3&&94*,"(

Skolar is designed for 
complex typography. It 
has been successfully 
used in magazines, 
newspapers, and books. 
Unlike many book 
typefaces it performs 
very well on the web 
which makes it a great 
cross-media choice.

11 $ 9/13 pt
English

16 $ 13/20 $ 75 pt
Czech $ English

12/14 $ 6/8.5 pt
English

Shakespeare

V sítankách je placená reklama a ostatnt nesmysl. Stojí tam napuíklad, ve Robo-
ty vynalezl starw pán. Zatím starw pán chodil na univerzitu, ale o tovární vwro-
bt nemtl ponttí. Myslel, ve udtlá skutesné lidi, tedy snad ntjaké nové Indiány, 
docenty nebo idioty, víte? A teprve mladw Rossum mtl nápad udtlat z toho vivé 
a inteligentní pracovní stroje. Co je v ;ítankách o spolupráci obou velik<ch 
Rossum=, je povída;ka. Ti dva se ukrutnt hádali. Starw ateista nemtl drobet 
pochopení pro industrii, a konesnt ho mladw zavuel do ntjaké laboratoue, aby 
se tam piplal se svwmi velikwmi potraty, a zasal to vyprávtt sám, po invenwrsku.

./012, 2/314. 3.5.3. 63788597:; 5<;:13=>4<? 37@7A;B. CDEF.

William 
Shakespeare
26 April 1564 – 23 April 1616

English poet and playwright, 
widely regarded as the greatest 
writer in the English language 
and the world's pre-eminent 
dramatist.! He is o"en called 
England's national poet and 
the "Bard of Avon".# His sur-
viving works, including some 
collaborations, consist of about 
38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long 
narrative poems, and several 
other poems.



xWYWb_^ qV^ WbeWf\e^^ 
a\rZa_^ bWoei`nZ, 
_Vya_Wf\`nZ ^ XWYZZ ^Y^ 
[ZeZZ W`b`Wgz^Z. ly]\ 
W`eWbg`bg eZd\Xi]_^, 
V\b`iz^Z e\ XWYZZ bic^c 
[Zb`\c, e\qV^[ZV, 
Myosotis sparsiflora Mikan., 
W]eWYZ`egg `V\f_\, V\b`i-
z\g qW _ib`\Ve^_\[, 
YZb\[, VWz\[; 

!()43-"&(%"3-

All script variants are 
designed to have the 
same importance on the 
page while maintaining 
their natural character.

21 $ 9.5/13 $ 8/13 $ 27 $ 7/11 pt
Russian $ Greek $ Russian

72 $ 11.5 $ 36.5 $ 11/16 pt
English

8/12 pt
English

"
Ampersand

#$% &#%'()

Another of those things the Romans 
did for us, the symbol started life as the 
Latin word ‘et’, for ‘and’, and its mean-
ing has stayed true to its origins since 
then. Even the word ‘ampersand’ itself 
manages to quietly hint at the charac-
ter’s meaning, unlike, say, the conspicu-
ously opaque naming of the pilcrow or 
octothorpe. Dependable and ubiquitous, 
the ampersand is a steady character 
among a gallery of flamboyant rogues.

-*./+01,23 4+5+16+7809:3, '(68;23 
scholar | 'skäl>r | 98?"%@ | ABC,-D | noun

a specialist in a particular branch of study, esp. the 
humanities; a{distinguished academic : a Hebrew scholar. 
| }~����� ��}~��} a person who is highly educated or has 
an aptitude for study : Mr.?Bell declares himself no scholar. 
| a student holding a scholarship. 
| ��}~��} a student.

EFGHGI Old English scol(i)ere [schoolchild, student] from 
late Latin scholaris, from Latin schola (see �}~��� �).

#� :>)$ &O- $GDO- @=I�7::77�J$( 1’ @17110(4K$( $� 9$-
:+4$2 &O- �:�>(&H-, � @17110(4K$( ?>($4 &H( +,- &*( 6A$( 
&7� �4H:DO; �G&7- 5&7 �/H?>-, ?$:$??A(7-, <):$(L-.

#0 (� J1+=6M! #0 (� +�9M; �;- (’ $:6:RJC />D7(; �6+/+, 
1$&� &� �J?$, «(’ <:�0JC (� 9M &� 9Q6' &7I &:$D7%)4$». 
3�:+ (� 9�- &O- ?Q(($- J7I (� 1Q?C 14 ��' DA(($.

!<=<> =>?%@AB"<
J KL52MCDN12D O2NNPP LNQ5CB+RQN/ L2-
NC.S LP*2L, 12Q25-C 5+04PB+RQN/ Q+1:
 xWYWb_^ qV^ WbeWf\e^^ a\rZa_^ ffZVc qV^-
m\`nZ; Myosotis palustris Roth., WXn_eWfZee\g 
eZd\Xi]_\, V\b`iz\g e\ XWYW`\c, f _\e\f\c, qW 
XZVZo\[ VZ_, Wd�V, ViajZf. �`W — eZXWYjr\g 
`V\f_\, V\df^f\yz\g qWYdia^Z qW]dZ[enZ 
qWXZo^ ^ qV^qW]e^[\yz^Zbg fZ`f^b`nZ 
e\]dZ[enZ b`ZXY^; kfZ`Z` b fZben ]W WbZe^. 
xWYWb_^ qV^ WbeWf\e^^ a\rZa_^ bWoei`nZ, 
_Vya_Wf\`nZ ^ XWYZZ ^Y^ [ZeZZ W`b`Wgz^Z.
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All fonts are Unicode and 
OpenType compliant 
thus streamlining 
typese!ing workflows 
across print and 
web platforms.

30/38 $ 30/37 pt
Hindi $ Gujarati

12/18 $ 90 pt
Hindi
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Our Indic fonts enable 
complex typography 
and provide an 
extensive range 
of conjuncts even 
for unexpected or 
novel combinations 
o(en encountered 
in scholarly texts as 
well as in common 
transliterated words.

84 $ 17 $ 8/14 $ 60 
12/14 $ 6/8.5 pt
Gujarati $ English

26 $ 9.5/16 pt
Hindi $ Gujarati

Mahatma 
Gandhi 

2 October 1869 – 30 January 1948

Preeminent leader of Indian 
nationalism in British-ruled 
India. Employing non-violent 
civil disobedience, Gandhi 
led India to independence 
and inspired movements for 
non-violence, civil rights and 
freedom across the world. Son 
of a senior government o$cial, 
Gandhi was born and raised in 
a Hindu Bania community in 
coastal Gujarat, and trained in 
law in London.
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Swashed alternates, 
contextual alternates for 
be!er flow, and extensive 
language support

'!()('%*)

Deep sharp cuts pierce 
this super-extra-fat 
script and help to 
distinguish individual 
strokes where otherwise 
lack of room would not 
allow recognition.

(+(),&

TDC" 2012 (Latin)
Granshan 2012 (Latin)
Typographica’s Best 
of 2012 (Latin)
Communication Arts 2013

$(-#.(#*& / &')"0%&

Latin (90+ languages),  
Cyrillic (41+)

Su"u#ah i$ a di$play font  fo# 
po$te# and edito#ial de$ign bo#n 
a$ an explo#ation of innovative 
text  pa"e#n$.

See more at # www.rose!atype.com/Su!urah

,*&"#-*, 12

Octavio Pardo

Libe#tad
so$ %&ì

Suttu#ah



98 $ 62 $ 120 $ 57 $ 66 $ 81 $ 47 pt
Spanish $ English $ Russian $ English $ Spanish $ English

A!acnofobia
Take "e Powe! Back

"e Cultu!e #o$t
%icado!e$

Ta$te the 'a(o#
)*+, -./01/ .2+1+
3045670



!e Perils of Harmonization

"ere is one thing which is particularly notable 
about our typefaces. And that is that they are 
designed with several writing systems (scripts) in 
mind. In other words, they are a!empts to match 
di#erent scripts in typographic terms. However, 
a careful reader should stop and wonder what 
does it exactly mean to match scripts and why 
should one want to do that in the first place.

With the advent of global communication, all 
kinds of multilingual documents are becoming 
more common than ever. Multilingual typography 
is most noticeable in dictionaries, linguistic pub-
lications, various product manuals, web sites, and 
wayfinding. In some countries it is omnipresent.
"e use of various scripts in one multilingual 

document presents a brand new set of conditions 
and constraints for typographers. Designing 
text material involving two or more scripts 
means balancing sometimes extremely di#erent 
writing systems in one coherent meta%system. 
"e result has to solve not only problems of 
each script, but their interaction as well.

Notably, perfect equality might not always 
be the goal. Depending on the purpose of a 
publication, scripts may be required to act in 
di#erent roles. In a dictionary, one script is 
usually dominant and the other subordinate. In 
a general academic text with multi%script quota-
tions an equal relationship is usually intended.

Methods of dealing with multiple scripts 
on one page can be diverse as well. Scripts 
can be separated, either on the level of pages, 
paragraphs, or lines. "e most challenging 
approach is se!ing varying scripts on one line.

Typographic balance involves mainly these 
closely related parameters: size, colour (weight), 
and proportion. "e size is usually decided based 
on the intended importance of corresponding text 

while the proportion is related to convention and 
legibility of a particular script. When using di#er-
ent typefaces for each script, it is o&en the problem 
that when the proportion and size are set properly, 
it is hard to get an even overall colour. "is is one 
of the objectives of the multi-script typefaces, 
to allow even colour together with appropriate 
default sizing and proportions respectful to the 
readability and natural character of the scripts.

A mutli-script typeface should ideally unite 
the scripts stylistically as well, yet this cannot 
be forced. Scripts which developed in di#erent 
environments require di#erent typographic 
solutions. Stylistic features have to be applied 
with great sensitivity. Overdoing the matching 
and misinformed a!empts at innovation can cause 
more harm to readability than ge!ing the mutual 
typographic balance wrong. One should never 
take for granted that what works in one script will 
be applicable and equally e#ective in another.

In order to achieve an ideal harmony, scripts 
have to be balanced aesthetically, but also with 
cultural sensitivity. "e ability to choose a proper 
typeface for a certain purpose requires under-
standing the history of the script development 
and the culture associated with the script. And 
this knowledge cannot be simply generalised.

Rose!a is trying to provide graphic designers and 
typographers with carefully selected typefaces 
which consider these perils of harmonization 
and deal with them in a respectful manner. Only 
such typefaces will make multi-script typography 
easier and improve the reading experience.

—David B'ezina, October 2012



The texts used in the specimens are from:
 ! !"#$%& (http://al-akhbar.com)
 ! !"#$% &'$()'(, http://aztagdaily.com
 ! Bertolt Brecht, Leben des Galilei
 ! David B"ezina, #$ %$&$'( ')*+,)-)./0+)1 

23*+$&
 ! Cháálatsoh, 456 56 ’ ’ílyaa
 ! Auguste Cherbonneau, Histoire de Chems-Eddine 

et de Nour-Eddine
 ! Karel 7apek, Cesta na sever
 ! Karel 7apek, R.U.R.
 ! Albert Einstein, The Meaning Of Relativity
 ! 
 ! Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Italienische Reise
 ! Keith Houston, Shady Characters 

(http://shadycharacters.co.uk)
 ! Victoria Howard, She Becomes His Wife, from 

Gitskux and His Older Brother
 ! 
 ! 8)+$9*: ;$<$9=, >)?
 ! Immanuel Kant, Beantwortung der Frage: Was ist 

Au@lärung?
 ! Lorenz Kropfitsch & Georg KrotkoA, 

Langenscheidt Taschenwörterbuch Arabisch
 ! Patricio López-Guzmán, Alfred Hitchcock 

(http://hitchcock.tv)
 ! The Oxford English Dictionary
 ! BCDEFGHIJK LFMFHNFOPGQRK, ST UVWUG X YIZQFK
  [F\QUK!
 ! 
 ! Pinx] uu^
 ! LCPQZG, LCPQZGJK _ `aHbOR cMN[QJCd
 ! Project Gutenberg
 ! Knud Rasmussen, Told by Majaup !"#$, 

Qimmikussualuk, The Giant Dog
 ! Antoine de Saint Exupéry, '()*+& '(,%&
 ! William Smith, Advertise. How? When? Where?
 ! Watc’agic Kills The Dancing Birds
 ! Wikipedia (http://wikipedia.com)

This specimen was designed by Anna Giedrye, 
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are typeset in Soleil by Wolfgang Homola, the 
non-specimen content is set in Skolar by David 
B"ezina. The paper is Munken Print White 90 g/mfg
and 150 g/mfg, printed at Tiskárna Didot in Brno.
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